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How did we get here?

Spring 2009
- TRNS*PORT implemented in divisions.
- Mechanism to pass contract data to HiCAMS.

June 2016
- Began allowing electronic bid submittal for DPOCs.
- Industry request from bidders who were also bidding centrally.
How are we doing?

JUNE 2016 - JANUARY 2017

• 107+ CONTRACTORS WITH DIVISION DIGITAL IDS.

• 79 LETTINGS ALLOWING E-BID OPTION.

• 447 SUBMITTED BIDS, 325 WERE ELECTRONIC.

• AVERAGE (ALL DIVISIONS) = 73%

• DIVISION AVERAGES (LOW = 50% / HI = 92%).
The Future....

- PRESENTLY ALLOW PAPER/CD/ELECTRONIC BID SUBMITTALS.
- MANDATORY E-BIDDING COMING IN NEAR FUTURE.
- NEED TO ENSURE INDUSTRY IS COMFORTABLE WITH E-BIDDING TO MAINTAIN COMPETITION.
- SBE CONTRACTS: NO ELECTRONIC BIDS. DISK OR PAPER BIDS ONLY.
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